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BOWLS OF HOPE

PANTHER OVC CHAMPS

HOPE will be hosting its annual Bowls of
Hope fundraiser this week.

Men and women’s track and field teams
earned first place at the Ohio Valley
Conference .
PAGE 8
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Programs
respond to
referendum,
vitalization
project
By Abbey Whittington
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior Fudia Jalloh, a family and consumer sciences major was crowned Miss Black EIU Saturday evening. She also received a scholarship for $1,500.

Jalloh crowned Miss Black EIU
By Chrissy Miller
Administration reporter | @DEN_Newsdesk
The journey of a new queen unfolded
as Fudia Jalloh, a senior family and consumer sciences major, was crowned Miss
Black EIU 2017 Saturday night.
Through the Miss Black EIU pageant,
she received a scholarship for $1,500. Jalloh said she is shocked and excited to be
Miss Black EIU 2017.
“I’m just really, really happy right now.
I put my heart out on the stage and I’m
glad the results came out how they did,”
Jalloh said. “We all did really, really well.
I’m proud of all of us.”

As Miss Black EIU, Jalloh said she will
stress unity.
“With the current issues that are going on right now, I will try and make sure
everyone knows that we are one,” Jalloh
said. “We’re supposed to be united. Division is not an option.”
Special awards were voted on by the
pageant sisters. The Miss Ebony Award,
which honors a woman who has captured
the true essence of her African-American
culture, went to Jalloh as well. The Miss
Togetherness Award was given to Torri
Franklin, a junior biological sciences major.
Amanda White, a senior sociology ma-

jor, won the Miss Scholarship Award for
her 3.04 GPA. Miss Enterprise, an award
for the woman who raised the most money in support of the pageant, went to Justice McGruder, a junior psychology major. Miss Congeniality went to Milove
Streeter, a junior kinesiology and sports
studies major, because of her positive energy.
The overall winner in the Pre-pageant
Interview and Evening Gown Impromptu categories was Paisley Adams, a senior
Spanish major.
In the Creative Expression and African
Garment categories, Jalloh was the winner. Streeter won in the Talent category.

Third runner-up was Briana Wesley, a
junior health promotions major. The second runner-up was Nia Douglas, a junior
family and consumer sciences major. First
runner-up went to White, along with a
$750 scholarship.
White said she is happy her hard work
paid off.
“It took a lot of work. It took a lot of
confidence. I’m not the most outspoken
person or person who does open expression,” White said. “I’m so glad I got over
that fear and came out on top.”

By Analicia Haynes
Online Editor | @Haynes1943

After visiting Polytechnic schools
for different conferences, Grant said he
observed the model they use and found
a similar one other state universities
adopted.
He said he noticed those schools offer
opportunities for students to work in
their respective area of study on campus,
thus acquiring the job experience they
need.
“A lot of those students from those
schools end up working in the print and
copy center, or they may work in the
web development offices, and people
understand that it is part of their degree
program,” Grant said in regards to the
Polytechnic school model he observed.
“They work with them, they educate
them on some of the things they need
to look out for (and the students) also
have an internship requirement outside
of that.”
Workgroup, page 5

Read the full story on
www.dailyeasternnews.com

Committee uses data to Workgroup No. 8 hears
new ideas for students
update report
By Kalyn Hayslett
Editor-in-Chief | @DEN_News
The Academic Program Elimination/Reorganization Review Committee updated its report by examining updated profit/loss numbers and
studying philosophy courses and enrollment information at its meeting
Friday.
The members reviewed an updated profit/loss document from Budget
Analyst Candace Flatt for 2015 and
2016 that showed finalized numbers
from the philosophy department.
Committee chair Richard Jones
said the philosophy department’s
general education courses and its
online courses are expected to have
a higher projected profit than what
was estimated.
The committee will use this infor-

mation for the section in its report
discussing the cost and enrollment
history of the philosophy program.
The report has other sections including contributions the program
has made to general education and
interdisciplinary functions, the program’s service functions, its graduation requirements, its contribution
to the university’s curriculum and an
evaluation of philosophy’s contributions to the mission and goals of the
university.
To get a better understanding of
the philosophy department’s enrollment numbers, committee members
reviewed a PowerPoint shared by
Jonelle DePetro, chair of the philos-

Read the full story on
www.dailyeasternnews.com

Workgroup No. 8, Academic
Visioning I, discussed two concepts
that could help students gain experience
for their intended career at its meeting
Friday.
Technology professor Gabe Grant
presented ideas for a new research,
education and applied learning center,
or REAL Center, as well as a Digital and
Multimedia Center.
He said the REAL Center, is intended
to be attractive to students and improve
their overall experience at Eastern by
helping them gain skills for their future
careers.
The center would be used by
students who want to find a job, Grant
said, whether it is on campus or in the
community, that will help them pay for
school.

Following the Faculty Senate’s referendum last Tuesday, programs considered
for elimination or consolidation reflected
on how they are being affected by the vitalization project.
Last week, 145 faculty members voted ‘no confidence’ in Workgroup No. 7’s
process and outcomes in the vitalization
project.
The Workgroup looked at academic
programs during the project and recommended several of them for deletion or
consolidation.
Of these, four programs- philosophy,
Africana Studies, adult and community
education and career and technical education- are now being considered.
Jonelle DePetro, chair of the philosophy department, said she was happy that
people took the time to vote and were also
dismayed by the process.
In response to the Workgroup’s consideration, she said the department has been
going to the Academic Program Elimination/Reorganization Review Committee,
among others, to learn what it can change
to make the program more attractive for
students.
The department has been considering
lowering the amount of credit hours required for philosophy majors and offering
an ethics certificate.
DePetro said lowering the required
credit hours would assist those who are
double majoring in philosophy.
“We’re not going to have 50 majors,
but we have data that shows we’re operating at a profit,” DePetro said. “A small
profit, but a profit. Even our upper-level
classes.”
She said there is an assumption that
the only profits the program makes come
from the department’s general education courses, but if those classes were taken away, the program would still make a
profit.
“We’re integrated into a lot of other
programs,” DePetro said. “We’re part of
eight disciplinary minors, our logic class
is an option in the critical thinking and
quantitative reasoning component in the
School of Business and six of their programs. Philosophy is really the foundation.”
She said the program does not just
serve its majors, but also those who have
philosophy courses on their transcripts.
DePetro said despite the vitalization
project process, the department has recruited a new major and three students
who visited Eastern for Admitted Student
Day showed an interest in philosophy.
“One thing I do want to make clear is
that our program has not been eliminated,” DePetro said. “It’s a consideration for
elimination that has been recommended
by one Workgroup and it’s not at all certain that that will happen.”

Programs, page 5
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Local weather
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Mostly cloudy

Chance of
Thunderstorm

High: 56°
Low: 45°

High: 66°
Low:53°

For more weather visit eiu.edu/eiuweather
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Greek chapters working on unity
By Ariel Anderson
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
Though individual Greek chapters strive
for unity, some say there is still work to be
done when bringing Greek life together as a
whole.
Currently at Eastern, there are six National
Pan-Hellenic fraternities and sororities, which
are historically black.
There are nine Panhellenic sororities and
10 Interfraternity Council fraternities, which
are predominantly white.
Darien Ghostone, a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha, said society associates certain labels to
different groups which opposing groups may
not want to be associated with, causing gaps
and division.
During a function held by Zeta Phi Beta
at an off-campus bar, The Penalty Box, an incident occurred that made the division more
clear to some.
Yolanda Williams, on-campus adviser
for Zeta Phi Beta, said her sorority was setting up for the event when a white man in
the IFC referred to the NPHC houses as

dailyeasternnews
@DEN_News
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“Simply look at Greek court and the differences in housing for IFC and PHC compared to NPHC,” Ghostone said.
According to a map found on the webpage for Greek Life, 14 of the 19 PHC and
IFC chapters have their own houses in Greek
court.
Three of the six NPHC chapters share one
house in Greek court, divided into separate
living quarters, but in one building.
Williams said when Greek Court first
opened, she remembers when they put the
NPHC houses in the back and other fraternities and sororities referred to it as “the plantation.” “This didn’t change, the wording just
changed. It became quiet, now it’s up again.
I often wonder after hearing things like this,
after the election, is this part of that?” Williams said.
Ghostone said the PHC and IFC do not
know much about the NPHC, and vice versa.
However, he said no one is obligated to
know about each other.
“The main thing is respect. Respect our
work and we will do the same,” Ghostone

said.
Fuller said the NPHC fraternities and sororities struggle to be noticed, normalized and
respected.
She said the solution lies with all of Greek
life.
“We can take it upon ourselves to learn
and teach that black Greeks offer more than
parties, stepping and strolling. We are scholars who have joined these organizations in
the hopes to better ourselves and the community around us,” Fuller said. “This should
not be forgotten and should be given a place
amongst that of this university.”
Williams said Eastern has a lot of work to
do.
“We are more reactive rather than proactive and that is a problem. We will only act
on a situation if something happens and we
have to react to it,” Williams said.
She said the university as a whole needs to
prepare for a more diverse world.
Ariel Anderson can be reached at
581-2812 or asanderson2@eiu.edu.

NATIONAL NEWS

28 injured at Mardi Gras parade
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Police
on Sunday identified the man who allegedly plowed into a crowd enjoying
a Mardi Gras parade in New Orleans
while intoxicated.
The New Orleans Police Department issued a statement identifying
the man as 25-year-old Neilson Riz-

zuto. He's being held at the city's jail
and being charged with first-degree
negligent vehicular injuring, hit-andrun driving causing serious injury and
reckless operation of a vehicle.
The accident happened Saturday
during one of the busiest nights of
Mardi Gras when thousands of peo-

ple throng the streets of Mid-City to
watch the elaborate floats and clamor to catch beads and trinkets tossed
from riders.
Police say 28 people were hurt in
the accident that sent three people to
the hospital with moderate to serious
injuries. There were no fatalities.

Police say a breath alcohol test determined that Rizzuto's alcohol level was three times the legal limit after
the he was arrested.
The victims range in age from as
young as 3 or 4 to adults in their 30s
and 40s, Elder said.

ALL CLASSES ARE FREE - JUST DROP IN!

SRC GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE
Spring 2017
Classroom: AR = Aerobics Room
Monday

Sports Designer
JJ Bullock

The Daily Eastern News

“little Africa.”
Nathan Wehr, interim director of fraternity and sorority programs, said the situation is
under investigation.
“It was brought to our attention and we
are working on bringing an effective solution
to the incident and awareness to what happened,” he said.
Hillary Fuller, president of Zeta Phi Beta,
said the problem is not that white Greeks
and black Greeks are different. “The problem lies in an inability to want to be educated on those things which make us different,”
she said.
James Carlson, a member of Pi Kappa Alpha, which is part of the IFC, said he is not
very familiar with the NPHC chapters on
campus because he has not been educated on
them.
“I feel like if there wasn’t such a big gap
between us, it would be easier to understand
each other,” Carlson said. “Greek life isn’t
meant to be divided; it’s meant to unite us.”
Darien Ghostone, a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha said it is clear that certain groups receive more privilege.
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Night Chief
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8:00-8:45
AM (AR)
4:00-4:25
PM (AR)
4:30-4:55
PM (AR)
5:00-5:25
PM (AR)
5:30-5:55
PM (AR)
6:00-6:25
PM (AR)

Tuesday

Ultimate
Conditioning
Danielle

Kickboxing
LeAnn & Danielle

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Rock Bottom
Madeline
HIIT FIT
Madeline

CS = Cycling Studio
Wednesday

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Traning Day
Kara

Guts, Guns and
Buns
Kara

Werk!
Ashley

7:00-7:45
PM (AR)

Overdrive Toning
Madeline

Training Day
Holly

Overdrive Toning
Madeline

8:00-8:45
AM (DS)

Sunrise Yoga
Tyler

Sunrise Yoga
Kristi

Sunrise Yoga
Vidhi

4:30-4:55
PM (DS)

Ab Attack
Anastasiya

Sunrise Yoga
Kristi
Step N' Sculpt
Anastasiya

HIIT FIT
Holly

Barre Burn
Kara

6:00-6:45
PM (DS)

Yoga
Vidhi

Yoga
Tyler

6:30-7:25
AM (CS)
4:00-4:50
PM (CS)
5:00-5:50
PM (CS)
6:00-6:45
PM (CS)

Cycle
LeAnn
Cycle
Vidhi

5:30-5:55
PM (DS)

Ultimate
Conditioning
Danielle
Werk!
Ashley

Guts, Guns and
Buns
Kara

5:00-5:25
PM (DS)

Thursday

Kickboxing
LeAnn & Danielle

Werk!
Ashley

6:30-6:55
PM (AR)

DS = Dance Studio

Cycle
Tyler

Power Yoga
Kristi
Ab Attack
Kristi
Yoga
Jenna

HIIT FIT
Holly
Yoga
Tyler

Cycle
LeAnn

Cycle
Danielle

Friday

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Evaluations are
availale at every
class. Please let
us know how we
are doing and
what else you
would like to
see!

Follow us on
Instagram for
updates:

Cycle
Ashley

@eiugroupfitness
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What is happening Tuesday, Feb. 28
5:00 p.m.
What: Bowls of HOPE
Where: Wesley United
Methodist Church
HOPE will host a fundraiser
to raise money for the
organization.

5:30 p.m.

6:13 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

What: Meditative Music
Concert
Where: 7th Street
Underground

What: Take HEED
Where: Coleman Hall

What: Jock ‘n’ roll
Where: MLK Jr. University
Union Grand Ballroom

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
will host the event for
African-American Heritage
Month .

The EIU Meditation Club will
host a concert performed by
six students.
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Eastern athletes hosts variety
show to raise money for
veterans.

Fundraiser provides HOPE to survivors
By Lynnsey Veach
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
A local organization advocating for survivors of domestic violence is hosting its
annual Bowls of HOPE fundraiser Tuesday evening, an event its executive director said is crucial for the organization.
Housing, Outreach, Prevention and
Education of East Central Illinois is an organization that strives to help people who
face life-threatening situations because of
domestic violence.
Althea Pendergast, the executive director of HOPE, said the organization provides services to clients with money from
the state and events such as Bowls of
HOPE contribute to the budget as well.
However, the state is now in its second
year without a full budget, leaving social
services without funding.
Nearly eight months ago, Gov. Bruce
Rauner signed a stopgap budget to provide temporary relief to the state, but
HOPE and similar organizations have not
received funding from it.
“This means we are really relying on
community support,” Pendergast said.
Without funding from the state, Pendergast said the organization hopes to see a
great turnout at Bowls of HOPE.

Teach an activity!
-Canoe
-Gymnastics
-English Riding
-Softball
-Basketball
-Hockey
-Lacrosse
-Art
-Theatre
-Dance
-Pottery

“Bowls of HOPE provides funds so
that we can continue our services, which
include our emergency shelter, adult and
child counseling, legal advocacy, outreach,
transitional housing, crisis hotline services
and prevention,” Pendergast said.
The organization consists of two housing programs, an emergency shelter and
transitional homes through local apartments.
Angie Hunt, director of the housing program at HOPE, said the organization not only provides safety to clients,
but also gives women a chance at a new
beginning.
“We don’t just want to serve our clients,” Hunt said, who has worked at
HOPE for over 16 years. “We want to
end domestic violence.”
The 14th annual Bowls of HOPE will
be from 5-7 p.m. at the Wesley United
Methodist Church.
Attendees will be able to purchase tickets for a $15 soup dinner. The public can
also purchase handmade bowls by local
artists for $5.
Bowls of HOPE will also include a
dessert auction and live entertainment
from musicians Five Mile Train.
Jessica Johnson, board president of
HOPE, said Bowls of HOPE not only

Come teach
your passion
this summer.
Looking for males and
females to join our staff
at Tripp Lake camp for
Girls in Poland, Maine.
Positions run June to
August. Apply online at
www.tripplakecamp.com

Call us today!
1-800-997-4347

brings the community together, but also
provides necessary funds for the organization to help clients.
“The money that is donated during this event goes directly into supporting our clients, helping them get back up
on their feet,” Johnson said. “Sometimes
when survivors come to us, they have
nothing but the clothes they’re wearing.”
Don Dawson, a HOPE board member, said the organization has always
looked out for local women facing abuse
as well as children.
“HOPE helps not only the person, but
especially the children, from these broken
families,” he said.
Johnson said clients face a variety of
difficult situations, and fundraisers like
Bowls of HOPE allow the organization to
house and protect them.
“We do our best to give (clients) the resources they need,” Johnson said. “Sometimes it’s in the form of getting a state ID,
or providing them with legal advocacy or
children’s advocacy or a safe place to stay
to help them escape the violence.”
Pendergast said Bowls of HOPE is a
chance for the community to come out
and show its support for the organization’s
work.
“It’s a family event, everyone is wel-

FILE PHOTO| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Mary Bower passes out double chocolate cake with caramel cream to
friends at the 2015 Bowls of HOPE fundraiser.

come and we get a chance to celebrate all
that HOPE does for the community,” she
said.
Johnson said the community has proven its compassion for many years.
“Each year we are tickled to see familiar faces that have come year after year,”
Johnson said. “We also see new people
who are curious about HOPE and all the
services we provide.”
This year local businesses will be donating food and drinks for the fundraiser, in-

8" SUB SANDWICHES

GIANT club sandwiches

All of my sandwiches are 8 inches of homemade
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! We slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

#1 PEPE®

SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Real wood smoked ham and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

#2 BIG JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, mayo,
lettuce & tomato.
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

VITO®

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

JJ UNWICH

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 THE VEGGIE

THERE’S HOPE.

Abortion Care Up to 24 Weeks
Appointments are available this week.
Most women need only one visit.
Ask for student discount.

618-451-5722 | HOPECLINIC.COM

J.J.B.L.T.®

or th
ig e
JJ ina
’S l

WHERE THERE’S CHOICE,

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only, Sprouts* optional)
Bacon, lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(My B.L.T. rocks)

★ sides ★

MYES)S ★
IN I HAJLFIM
SANDWICH
★M
(BOXES OF
U N C H ES ★
★ BOX LPLATTERS ★
,
★ PARTERY 24 HOUR NODOTICE
WHAT
WE PREFU CALL , WE’LLHAPPEN!
IT
BUT IF YO
TO MAKE
WE CAN
DELIVERY ORDERS may include
a delivery charge.

★ Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
★ Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
★ Extra load of meat
★ Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

ORDER ONLINE @ JIMMYJOHNS.COM

(subs & clubs only)

Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers, dijon, Jimmy Mustard, yellow mustard,
oil & vinegar, oregano, sprouts*

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB ®

Genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo & our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

★ Soda Pop

freebies

Lynnsey Veach can be reached at
581-2812 or lmveach@eiu.edu

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
Regardless of what she thinks, freaky fast
is where it's at. I hope you love 'em as much
as i do! peace!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

#5

cluding What’s Cookin’, Roc’s Blackfront,
WB’s Pub ‘n Grub, the Brick House Bar
& Grill in Charleston, Richard’s Farm of
Casey and the Alamo of Mattoon.
Tickets for Bowls of HOPE will be
available at the door or the public can order them by calling 348-5931.

Sprouts*
optional
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#12 BEACH CLUB®

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB ®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Try it on my
7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB ®

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
An American classic!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham, capicola,
roast beef, turkey & provolone,
jammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato & our
homemade Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more. Housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU®

Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™
Real wood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo! (This one rocks!)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
*WARNING: THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADVISES THAT EATING RAW OR UNDER-COOKED SPROUTS POSES A HEALTH RISK TO EVERYONE, BUT ESPECIALLY TO THE ELDERLY, CHILDREN, PREGNANT WOMEN, AND PERSONS WITH WEAKENED
IMMUNE SYSTEMS. THE CONSUMPTION OF RAW SPROUTS MAY RESULT IN AN INCREASED RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR PHYSICIAN OR LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
©1985, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2013, 2014 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.
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Who Won, Anyway?

Abby Carlin

Hardships
befall the
best times,
the best fish
Fall snuggles and late night bonfire season has
passed, Christmas lights and holiday movie marathons have come and gone, New Years kisses have
dissipated and Valentine’s flowers rotting in the
garbage and chocolates are sitting comfortably
right above where your favorite pants rest. This
time of year is the cold and inconsistent midterm
mess that sits in the gap between the endearing
part of winter and the promise of spring, when
the skies are gray and all of your dreams and relationships and friendships casually catch on fire
and burn before your very eyes.
It seems that the lovely, yet terrifying, week of
beautiful weather has left us disillusioned and naïve, for some of us are under the impression that
this semester is still going as great as we wanted it
to, that our friendships are in harmony and that
love is still in the air. Well, it is not. Your classes
are not as easy as you had hoped, you are alone
and your time management skills have not improved. For me, this realization came in the form
of three healthy fish, suddenly floating in shreds
of their formal glory atop a freshly cleaned tank.
2017 is a mess. Or perhaps the first three
months of any year just seem to disappoint. Beginning with all the Halloween hype mid-October, the tail end of every year seems to be filled
with sentiment and later build in excitement and
promise for what is to come. Additionally, our
culture seems to be fixated on the notion that one
can casually make huge changes in their lives and
the transition into the New Year will be smooth
and perfect and everything will be great. As I
have stated in my previous columns, it is not always like that.
2017 has been a time of testing my personal patience in a number of ways, not the least of
which includes the horribly mutilated corpses of
my guppies. I bought these fish right at the beginning of the semester with the idea that, if I
take care of, clean up after and love these fish,
they will continue to grow and flourish in their
clean, beautiful (expensive) fish tank.
Well, they did not. Actually, they did the opposite. They contracted a really gross fish disease
called “Ick” and despite my efforts to save them,
they decided to get into a three-way fight. I have
no idea what they were fighting about, but clearly it was something of great personal importance
for this fight to end in death.
I guess this just goes to show that sometimes
life just goes wrong, and that does not include
the weight of our own personal burdens and
faults. I did everything for my fish, and even
without the hindrance of my own personal flaws,
everything ended in an ugly and puke-worthy
fashion. So, take a breath. Let life crash and burn
sometimes, but pick up the pieces and try again.
I fully intend, as frustrated as I am, on cleaning
that tank (again) and getting some new fish, even
though it went so horribly the last time. I will not
let a freak of nature (or rather, three brightly colored freaks) ruin my fun as a fish-Mom. I will
just have to read up on fish discipline and wait to
see what huge cosmic joke comes next.
Abby Carlin is a sophomore English language
arts major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or
alcarlin@eiu.edu.
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Staff Editorial

Pageant may be over, but reign has just begun

Saturday’s Miss Black EIU pageant showcased
just a small slice of Eastern’s excellent African-American students. The editorial staff of The Daily Eastern
News would like to congratulate all contestants for
putting their best foot forward and standing up for
great causes and ideals.
Anyone who attended the pageant or who saw
our page 3 spread in Friday’s edition of The News
knows that each of the eight contestants had their
own platform as part of their bid for queendom.
These platforms were ideological stances that were
near and dear to each of the contestants, stances that
they thought were necessary for the Eastern community and the broader world.
The winning contestant, senior family and consumer sciences major Fudia Jalloh, takes her place as
the 2017 Miss Black EIU and brings her platform
into the limelight. She was described on Feb. 24th
the Miss Black EIU preview article as having a deep
interest in support for molestation victims. Jalloh
also mentioned that her family was a major support
to her in her recovery process.

Molestation is a very serious topic, and the experience can be deeply damaging to people of all ages
and walks of life. The staff of The News fully supports Jalloh’s platform and encourages the campus
community to be understanding and supportive of
survivors.
Additionally, we believe that the Eastern community should become what Jalloh’s family was to her.
The Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network estimates that around 321,500 Americans will experience rape or sexual assault this year alone. It also
mentions that one out of every six women is a victim of sexual assault and that college-attending men
are up to five times more likely than non-students
to be assaulted. Each one of these survivors needs a
support system, and the editorial staff of The News
feels that, in line with and respect of our new Miss
Black EIU’s platform and value systems, we should
make ourselves intelligent and caring supporters for
the assault survivors in our lives.
However, the reigning Miss Black EIU’s platform
should not be the only platform that we support

and work towards. The other seven contestants all
had praiseworthy platforms as well, and we should
respect their bids for queendom by keeping their
stances in mind as well.
For instance, Mandy White’s platform on lowincome families is also deeply relevant to everyone
at Eastern. No matter your economic standing, you
certainly know and owe a part of your life to low-income families. Living in a community means supporting those around you regardless of their status,
and we should incorporate this stance into our lives.
Once again, the staff of The News would like to
congratulate all the contestants on a great showing.
We are thrilled to start a new reign and we eagerly look forward to Jalloh’s leadership in the campus
community.
And finally, we want to encourage Eastern students to take a page from Jalloh’s book. Stand up for
what you believe in and work to be the difference
you think the world needs.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Life may be rare, but civilization is rarer still
On Wednesday, NASA announced the discovery of seven Earth-sized planets around a single star called TRAPPIST-1, only 40 light years
away from us. Three of these planets are in the
“Goldilocks zone” where conditions are neither
too hot nor too cold for liquid water to form on
the surface. This remarkable discovery has reinvigorated public excitement about the possibility of finding life on other planets.
In last week’s article, I argued that we do not
know how likely it is that life could spontaneously arise is in the universe, because we currently have a sample size of only one. But we
do have some indirect evidence that life might
be common in our universe based on our one
sample.
Radiometric dating shows that our planet is
about 4.5 billion years old, and for about 500
million years the surface was bombarded with
asteroids. But almost immediately after the
Earth cooled, we start to see fossils like stromatolites produced by microorganisms. If life is so
rare, why did it show up so quickly on Earth?
You might also expect that if life is rare, it
would be extremely finicky about its habitat.
But we have found life in practically every extreme environment, from the hottest underwater vents to the driest and coldest deserts.
Obviously, if scientists ever discover a new life
form in one of their experiments, it would imply

Leon Mire
that life is easy to come by. The same would be
true if we discover independent life in our backyard, on Mars or one of the moons of Jupiter or
Saturn.
But many people seem to assume that if we
discover life on other planets, we are bound to
run into intelligent life forms as well. They say it
is incomprehensible we should be the only civilization in such a vast universe.
I do not think we can safely assume that. For
one thing, the same reasoning used to show
that life is probably common can be used to
show that civilization is rare. If civilization is so
common, why did it take so long to appear on
Earth?
One possibility not often discussed is that
maybe civilizations will be extremely common
in the future. Maybe we are simply the first civilization ever to discover interstellar communica-

tion, or perhaps we are the first civilization period. If this seems unlikely to you, just remember: someone has to be first. We appear to be the
first civilization in Earth’s 4.5 billion-year history, after all.
Another more sobering possibility is that
maybe civilizations are extremely fragile and
short-lived, unlike life. Perhaps civilizations that
discover interstellar communications inevitably
discover nuclear weapons soon thereafter, and almost all of them destroy themselves or their environment within a few hundred years, before
they can become a spacefaring species. If that is
the case, the odds that we overlap chronologically with any civilization we could communicate
with are remote.
The assumption of many sci-fi books and
movies is that aliens are more advanced than
us both technologically and morally. We have a
deep-seated desire to believe that if there are intelligent aliens out there somewhere, they have
overcome their self-destructive tendencies. It
gives us hope that maybe our own species is not
doomed to wipe itself out in a senseless act of violence. If they can make it, we can too!
But perhaps the aliens are hoping the same
thing about us.
Leon Mire is a senior philosophy and English
major. He can be reached at 581-2812 or
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Pawar proposes “new deal” for Illinois
By Analicia Haynes
Online Editor | @Haynes1943
Inspired by the determination of former
president Franklin D. Roosevelt and equipped
with a vision, Chicago alderman Ameya Pawar,
from the 47th ward, spoke to students, faculty
and community members about his plans for
the future of Illinois on Saturday.
Pawar recently announced his bid to run for
the Democratic nomination for Governor in
2018.
He came to Eastern to share his platform,
which he called the “new deal” for Illinois.
Consisting of four key points, he said his vision for Illinois is based on equity, fairness and
progressive tax reform.
“I’m tired of the state of Illinois fighting
over scraps,” Pawar said. “I believe government
is aspirational as well as public service.”

»

Programs

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
She said philosophy’s student credit production is
among the highest in the college.
“ I t s e e m s t o m e t h a t t h e Wo r k group should be asking us what we are doing instead of tr ying to eliminate us,”
DePetro said.
Philosophy professor Grant Sterling said he was
disappointed on several occasions when Workgroup
No. 7 made considerations to eliminate the philosophy department.
Sterling said this is because even after informing
the group of how the data used in the process was
misleading, they still did not change a single word in
their final recommendations.
He said the data used suggested the faculty was
producing less credit hours, which is one of several
pieces of misleading information the group had.
“I think the referendum only put a number on
something that I had already heard from many people,” Sterling said.
Despite the referendum’s results, Sterling said he
does not expect Workgroup No.7 to reach out to the

»

Workgroup

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Grant said when the students are done with
the program, they end up with an applied
skill set from not only what they learned in
the classroom but also what they have been
able to do for the university.
He said some of the schools extend their
program outside to the surrounding community, where they will contact local employers

The first point in his plan is changing the
public education funding formula currently in
place.
He said every community not based on
wealth experiences some sort of inequity in
education because of the reliance on property taxes.
“So, if you were in a community that has a
wealthier tax base, then you can spend what
you need to spend on schools, but everyone
else in the state has to figure out how to pay
for schools without taxing everyone,” Pawar
said.
What ends up happening, he said, is people
have massive inequities, where a few suburbs
outside the city can spend $25,000 a year for
students and most spend half of that.

Read the full story on
www.dailyeasternnews.com
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Chicago Alderman Amaya Pawar, recently announced his bid for the democratic nomination
for governor, spoke to a room of members of the Eastern community Saturday.

department because the group “ceased to exist” after
December when it turned their recommendations in.
The Academic Program Elimination/Reorganization Review committee, Council on Academic Affairs and the Faculty Senate are now weighing in on
the Workgroup’s recommendations and making their
own regarding the programs.
“Now it’s a matter of the three committees giving
their recommendations and (Eastern President David Glassman) deciding what direction he wants to
go in,” Sterling said.
Stephen Lucas, department chair of secondary education, said the adult and community education
program was already planning to go on a hiatus before Workgroup No. 7 had made its recommendations.
The program was approved about three years ago
to train students who want to work in educational or
training development but not in a school setting.
Lucas said the reason the program was created was
because about six or seven years ago, the state of Illinois increased the testing requirements to become a
teacher.
As a result, he said, a lot of Eastern students in the
education programs were excluded from passing the

basic skills requirement since the state raised the bar
for the tests.
“We had a lot of students who were being told
they couldn’t go on by the state and their program
and yet they still wanted to be in something like
teaching,” Lucas said. “So, we developed this program
to tap into that need for them.”
Lucas said the reason there was already discussion
about putting the program on hiatus before the vitalization project was because the numbers of students
in it is going down, and the program’s faculty members are not specialized in the area of non-school education.
Lucas said the budget impasse also affected the
program, along with students changing their majors.
Maintaining the program became overwhelming
since it did not have experts in the area and used parttime faculty from other departments with an interest
in the program, he said.
“We finally just came up to the point of saying,
‘Understandably, the campus cannot go ahead and
do a search to get us a tenure-track position,’ ” Lucas said.
Despite the resources given to adult and community education, Lucas said it was not making progress.

“We understand that the campus has to
cut costs and everything and so we volunteered to put
this on hiatus,” Lucas said.
Because of this, the adult and community education program is not recruiting any more students, but
Lucas said they are still working hard with their few
remaining majors, who are expected to graduate in
December.
Lucas said the group of students currently in the
program have been flexible and understanding about
putting the program on hiatus.
While Workgroup No. 7 was going through each
department and program, Lucas said he went to the
members personally to tell them that adult and community education would be an easy one to select for
the consideration of consolidation.
“It’s a very challenging time for everybody,” Lucas said. “You know, Workgroup No.7 I think had a
very difficult task to undertake, they had a very short
amount of time to work with.”

and ask what the staff needs, what is required
for part-time work and if they could make
that job available to students.
At first, Grant said the center would have
just been for students interested in media but
later realized students in any major would be
able to find a use for it.
The REAL center would help, he said, because after having conversations with students
on campus, they tell him that the applied experience they currently get is a let down.

“The student I had in mind was a (management information systems) major and they
would really have liked to have some courses
or work on campus in an area that could have
used and applied his skills,” Grant said. “Instead, the only place that would take him was
dining centers.”
Technology professor Peter Ping Liu asked
what the difference is between the “REAL
Center” and Career Services.
“I don’t think Career Services is fulfilling

this requirement right now for students, so
we’re not taking a real in-depth or close look
at what the students’ career goals are,” Grant
said.
Grant said he thinks of Career Services
when students are getting ready to go out the
door, because they would help them with resumes and setting them up at job fairs.

Abbey Whittington can be reached at 581-2812
or anwhittington@eiu.edu.

Read the full story on
www.dailyeasternnews.com
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Baseball secures first win of season
By Maher Kawash
Baseball Reporter | @DEN_Sports

The Eastern baseball team
has struggled holding early
leads to begin the new season until that all changed
Sunday afternoon.
T h e Pa n t h e r s w e r e i n
Central Arkansas for an annual series against the Bears,
and despite three losses to
begin the series, Eastern
found its first win of the season.
To begin this season Eastern has fallen to opponents
after getting ahead early on, but this time around
the Panthers capitalized on
a two-run lead taken in the
f o u r t h i n n i n g a n d n e ve r
looked back.
The first runs came early
on as both teams traded jabs
in the first two innings with
the score tied at two as the
Panthers pitching was having one of its best games all
season.
Eastern was led by freshman pitcher Alex Stevenson
on the mound as he started
the game and finished with
five strong innings with just
two runs given up.
The Panthers’ two runs
in the fourth were earned
somewhat unconventionally as Joseph Duncan walked
with the bases loaded to
spark the 3-2 lead.
Andrew Curran followed
a similar trend to knock in
the next run as he was hit by
the pitch to push the lead to
4-2 which is all the Panthers
needed with the bullpen do-

For rent
Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse.
Call 24 hours for details.
(217) 549-2668.
________________________ 2/28
7 bedroom House- Washer, dryer,
dishwasher C/A Near Rec center.
Includes trash and yard care
$265.00 each 217-549-6967
________________________ 2/22
5 Bedroom house- washer, dryer,
dishwasher C/A Buzzard Area.
Includes trash yard care. $285.00
each 217-5496967
________________________ 2/22
2 bedroom house - washer, dryer
dishwasher C/A Buzzard Area.
Includes trash yard care $335.00
each 217-549-6967
________________________ 2/22
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Sophomore infielder Jimmy Govern prepares to throw to first base after fielding a groundball
in a preseason scrimmage Monday, Feb. 13 at O’Brien Field.
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scoring, but after a similarly
slow start.
In those two games, Panthers allowed four or more
runs in the first two innings
to put them behind just as
they had all series long.
But with the first win in
hand on the season, the confidence can continue to rise
for the young Panthers.
Eastern gets a shot to improve on that with a tough
series against Kansas State
on the road this weekend.
Maher Kawash can be
reached at 581-2812 or
mwkawash@eiu.edu.
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Affordable studio apartment good
campus location (217) 345-2516
________________________ 3/10
Recently Remodeled Student
Rental (217) 962-0790
________________________ 3/10
Spring, Summer and Fall 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom apartments, as low as
$222.50. Some close to campus
Carlyle Apartments. (217) 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 3/15
STUDIO, 1 & 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. FALL
2017. Great locations. Please
contact us for more information.
(217) 348-8249 or visit our
website at ppwrentals.com
________________________ 3/13
Fall 2017. Very nice houses,
townhouses, and apartments for
1-8 people. 1-3 blocks from
campus. Rent $250 - $400 per
person. Call (217) 493-7559.
www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________ 5/1
Close to campus. Nice, clean
apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom.
Starting at $250 a bedroom. For
spring semester 2017, fall semester
2017. No pets. Fully furnished
except beds. Off-street parking and
laundry on-site. Some restrictions
do apply. Call or text
(314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

Help wanted
Maintenance Person. University Estates in search of a maintenance
person to do various jobs in mobile
home community. Must have your
own tools and be able to pass a
criminal background. Part-time position. 25 hours per week or more if
needed. Call for details
(217) 345-3133 Ask for Glenn.
________________________ 2/30

10 Year Price ROLLBACK!
1-2 PERSON RENTALS

•videos
•blogs
•stories
•podcasts
•sports

www.woodrentals.com
Call for appointment to view!

1512 A Street / 345-4489

Like the Daily Eastern News on Facebook to get
all the latest news and sports info!
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JAMES HAIGHT
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PUZZLE
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30
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policy
exam

Check out

Online:

38

46

61

Our Most Popular “wait listed”
home available for Fall 2017 6
Bedroom House located at 1024
6th Street Huge deck Big covered
front porch large bedrooms tons
of parking and close to campus
call 708-772-3711 schedule a
tour and info
_________________________ 3/7

Looking for 3-4 responsible
students to rent a nice house
affordable for the right party
interested in pursuing an education
at Eastern call (217) 345-2516
_______________________ 03/10

34

41

56

Leasing for Fall apartments and 5
bedroom house on 7th St. clean
and affordable. no pets.
rentals@jwilliamsrentals.com or
(217) 345-7286
_________________________ 3/6

NEWS.COM

29
34

LEASING FOR FALL 2017-18! BEST
apartments for groups of 1-4 in
Charleston and way cheaper than
the dorms. MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!
Washer/dryer, spacious, furnished,
balcony, walk-in closet, close to EIU,
vaulted ceilings, discounted prices!
217-345-5515.
melroseonfourth.com
________________________ 2/28

DEN

19

40

51

52
55

12
11

25
27

36

39

11
10

22

31

35
35
38
40

10
9

26

28
30

29

31

9
16

15

17
17

37
39

8

No. 0123
0121
No.

Apartments 1/2 block to campus 4
bedroom and 3 bedroom $250
each Includes trash 217-549-6967
________________________ 2/22

For rent

48’50s
United
base
49
Ford
flops
49 “Dumb and
51 Clear
the drive
Dumber”
blackboard
destination
52Many
Looped
in, in a
53
a John
way film,
Wayne
53informally
Midnight, e.g.
55Takes
Seat of
56
a chair
Missouri’s
Douglas
County
59 “Evil
Woman”
grp.
57rock
Appropriate
answer for this
clue
61 “Balderdash!”

Online subscriptions:
subscriptions: Today’s
Today’s puzzle
puzzle and
and more
morethan
than7,000
7,000past
past
Online
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95
($39.95aayear).
year).
puzzles,
Read about
about and
and comment
comment on
on each
each puzzle:
puzzle:nytimes.com/wordplay.
nytimes.com/wordplay.
Read
Crosswords
Crosswords for
for young
young solvers:
solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords
nytimes.com/studentcrosswords..
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Panthers lose final game to winless SIUE
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
There is not much arguing that this was not the
season the men’s basketball team was hoping for or
expecting and a loss to the OVC-winless Southern Illinois Edwardsville Cougars in the final game,
summed up the season they had.
Eastern’s season had a lot of ups and downs, mostly downs, and a final game against 0-15 was there for
the Panthers to at least end the season on a high note
and potentially make a post-season tournament.
Instead, Eastern dropped its final game to the
Cougars 78-59 and erased its chance at a post-season
tournament berth.
Southern Illinois had a brutal season, and the 0-15
start shows that, but eight out of the 15 losses were
less by 10 points. The Cougars will head into the offseason on a winning note.
Eastern was closing out its season strong with an
overtime win over Southeast Missouri and Murray
State, both OVC tournament-bound teams. It was
too late of a push for an OVC Tournament berth,
but another tournament entrance was possible.
Junior Muusa Dama finished off his first season
as a Panther with a double-double. He dropped 18
points and 13 rebounds.

BRYAN BUND | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior Demetrius McReynolds soars under the basket Wednesday, Jan. 25 at Lantz Arena.
Eastern fell 77-64 to the OVC conference opponent.

Dama’s strong performance was not enough to aid
the Panthers who were seemingly outmatched.
The Cougars out-rebounded Eastern, outshot the
Panthers from the field, and had six less turnovers

than Eastern. SIUE scored 20 points off those turnovers.
Southern Illinois Edwardsville’s Burak Eslik scored
22 points to lead all scorers and Josh White was right

behind him with 20. Devin Thornton scored 12
points off the bench for the Cougars.
Dama’s 13 rebounds led all players, but the fact
that the Cougars had 10 out of 12 players bring
down at least one rebound gave them the 43 rebounds.
All season, it was tough to pin point one flaw in
the Panthers’ game, certain nights it was hit or miss.
There were games that Eastern would go 5-20 from
beyond the arc, then there would be games like
against Austin Peay were they hit 17 from beyond the
arc.
This game officially caps off Eastern’s season,
which ended from far from where it was predicted to
be at the beginning of the season. The Panthers were
predicted to finish second in the OVC West.
But Eastern finished in third to last, in front of
Eastern Kentucky and SIUE.
The eight teams in the OVC Tournament include:
Belmont, Morehead State, Tennessee-Martin, Jacksonville State, Southeast Missouri, Murray State, Tennessee State and Tennessee Tech.
Sean Hastings can be reached at 581-2812 or
smhastings@eiu.edu.

Women fall to SIUE on road in season finale
By Mark Shanahan
Women’s Basketball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The season came to an end for the Eastern women’s basketball team with a 68-52 loss to Southern Illinois Edwardsville on Saturday afternoon.
The Panthers finish the season with a 9-19 overall record and a 5-11 record in Ohio Valley Conference play. In her final game for Eastern, senior Erica
Brown fell short of a double-double with 11 points
and nine rebounds. Freshman Zharia Lenoir was the
leading scorer for the Panthers’ with 12 points.
With the victory, Southern Illinois Edwardsville
improves to 13-16 overall and 9-7 in conference play.

Donshel Beck was the leading scorer in the game
with 20 points while adding eight rebounds. Nakiah Bell was the team’s second leading scorer with 13
points and six rebounds.
The Panthers were held to 18 points in the first
half as they scored nine points in the first and second
quarter. Midway through the first the teams were
tied at six, but a 7-0 run by the Cougars put them up
13-6 with 3:14 remaining in the quarter. Sophomore
Brittin Boyer made a free throw with 2:19 to go and
Eastern would remain scoreless the rest of the quarter
trailing 16-9 after one.
Eastern got off to a good start in the second and
came within two after two free throws from sopho-

more Halle Stull to make it 18-16 with 7:57 left in
the quarter. A 7-0 run helped the Cougars jump out
to a 25-16 lead and they would end up with a 31-18
lead at the half.
Lenoir and Brown opened up the scoring in the
second half with back-to-back scores. The scoring would go back in forth in the third quarter, but
Southern Illinois Edwardsville built its lead up to 10.
Eastern came within six after a pair of free throws
from Lenoir, but the Cougars went on a 6-0 run and
led 49-39 going into the final quarter.
Southern Illinois Edwardsville scored the first eight
points of the fourth quarter and jumped out to a 5739 advantage. A free throw by Stull gave the Pan-

thers their first point of the quarter at the 5:31 mark.
The lead was extended to as high as 22 points in the
fourth and Eastern scored the final eight points of the
game.
Eastern shot 29.7 percent in the game and was
outrebounded 48-36. Southern Illinois Edwardsville
shot 39.7 percent in the game and finished shooting
44.8 percent from the field in the second half.
The Panthers will return four of its five starters
next season; Brown is the only senior on the team.
Mark Shanahan can be reached at 581-2812 or
mmshanahan@eiu.edu.
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OVC Champions

Men’s and women’s track secures conference title
By Alex Hartman
Track and Field Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The men and women’s track and
field teams both swept the competition at the Ohio Valley Conference Championship and each
earned first place honors.
The Panthers hosted the OVC
Championships in Lantz Fieldhouse Friday and Saturday. After the first day, the women were
in first place, with the men sat in
second.
The teams steadily improved
throughout the entire season and
capitalized off it in the end with
earning the OVC titles. It was the
17th time the men have won the
title for Eastern and the seventh
time for the women.
As the season goes on, winning
the conference championship was
always the goal.
“Overall the meet went ver y
well, we came out here to compete
and win and that is just what we
did,” coach Erin Howarth said.
Eastern has been performing well all throughout the season with numerous individual
first place finishes and first place
team finishes, like at the EIU Friday Night Special and the John
Craft Invite. Many athletes that
have top conference times in their
respective events going into the
meet.
Eastern has the top two times
for the 60-meter dash, senior
Johnathan Boey has the best time
of 6.79 seconds, and fellow senior

T YLER YUNK | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Head coach Tom Akers celebrates after the announcement that both the men’s and women’s track teams both won the OVC championship following
Saturday’s final day of the conference meet.

sprinter Jamal Robinson is second
in conference with a time of 6.83.
Some other top times are owned
by senior Riley McInerney, in the

T YLER YUNK | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior John Piper clears the hurdles in the 60-yard hurdles Saturday at
Lantz Fieldhouse. Piper won the race in a time of 8.07 setting a new personal best.

mile with a time of 4:05.81 and in
the 3000- meter run with a time
of 8:10.05.
Du r i n g t h e f i r s t d a y o f t h e
meet, there was a handful of new
conference records were set. Junior Haleigh Knapp set the record
in the high jump with a height
of 5’11.25”, breaking the previous conference record she tied last
year of 5’09.75”.
Other events with records broken were men’s high jump, by Julian Harvey of SIUE, long jump
also set by Julian Harvey, women’s 60-meter hurdles by Tennessee State’s Amber Hughes and
Tennessee Tech’s distance medley
relay team also broke the conference record.
The meet was the first of many
OVC conference meets for the
freshmen of Eastern track and
field, many contributed to the effort, like freshman thrower Nick
Phillips.

“It went pretty good overall, it
is a lot different and more intense
and competitive than I expected,”
Phillips said. “The experience just
kind of hit me.”
After day one, the women of
Eastern had the lead in conference
and the men had second. Some of
the contributors for Eastern included the women’s distance medley finishing third for Eastern, jun i o r D a v i o n Mc Ma n i s e a r n e d
third in the long jump, senior Riley Kittridge earned a bronze in
the weight throw, and senior Angelica Anyaogu earned a silver
medal in the women’s long jump.
The second day saw even more
successful performances by Eastern athletes. Some of the highlights were sweeping of the men’s
60-meter dash by Johnathan Boey,
Ja m a l R o b i n s o n a n d B r a n d a n
Lane, in first, second and third respectively. In shot put, sophomore
Adam Kessler took gold followed

by Riley Kittridge earning silver.
Then Riley McInerney took silver
in the one mile to cap off his senior indoor season.
“ We had so many outstanding performances from all over
the team, because top to bottom
the conference is tight and tough
to win, but we did it,” throwers’
coach Jessica Sommerfeld said.
The day ended with a well-deserved, men’s coach of the year
award for Eastern track and field
director Tom Akers, and then getting doused in water by the team
by w a y o f a c e l e b r a t o r y w a t e r
bath.
The team now looks ahead to
the outdoor season that opens
March 25.
Alex Hartman can be reached at
581-2812 or aihartman@eiu.edu.

Panthers suffer first losing weekend
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
After coming out of its first two
weekends with winning records,
the Eastern softball team suffered
its first losing-record weekend.
The Panthers came out strong to
start with a 7-0 shutout over the
Southern Illinois Carbondale, but
would drop the next three games
by no more than three runs each.
Freshman Haley Mitchell kept
up her tear this weekend and drove
in seven more runs this weekend.
She has 19 RBIs on the season,
through 14 games. Mitchell hit a
two-run home run in the fourth
inning against Southern Illinois to
make it 7-0.

And newly noted power hitter
sophomore Kayla Bear hit her third
home run of the season. Bear did
not hit a home run in 53 games
played and 171 at bats. So now the
Panthers’ speedy leadoff hitter, is
not only a base stealing threat, she
may be a home run threat now too.
Junior Michelle Rogers continued to dominate in the circle. She
pitched six shutout innings and allowed just four hits giving freshman Allison Golic an easy seventh
inning to close out the game.
Rogers picked up her fifth win
of the season and improved to 5-1.
She earned a win and a loss in two
other games later in the weekend
and is 6-2 overall.
Mississippi State got to junior

Jessica Wireman right out of the
gates in game two of the weekend
with Reggie Harrison hitting a first
inning two-run home run to give
the Bulldogs a 2-0 lead.
The Bulldogs scored another run
in the second inning of an error by
Mady Poulter. Eastern got one run
back in the third inning, but that
was it and Mississippi State tacked
on one more run off a home run by
Olivia Golden to make it 4-1.
Eastern has seen a lot of North
Florida so far this season, having
split the first two meetings, but it
was North Florida to get the win
this time.
Mitchell doubled in the first inning and drove in two runs, but it
was all North Florida from there

out. North Florida picked up three
runs in the bottom half of the first
inning.
The Ospreys added another run
in the fourth and the score stayed
at 4-2.
The unearned runs hurt the Panthers this game. Rogers delivered
three innings and allowed four
runs, but only two of them were
earned. Golic shut down the Ospreys in the final three innings.
Just as the Panthers did in last
weekend’s tournament, they got revenge on North Florida in the final
game of the weekend and in nine
innings.
Eastern scored two runs on an
error by right fielder Taylor Aguayo
to tie the game at 3.

And Mitchell took care of the
rest in the ninth inning and drove
in the walk-off winning run on a
single to right center field to score
Bear.
Golic started for the Panthers
and went 3.1 innings and gave
up three runs on seven hits. Rogers came in and shut down the Ospreys, pitching the remaining 5.2
innings and gave up no runs on
three hits.
The Panthers also split their
meetings with Southern. The Salukis were able to take down the Panthers 7-5 on Saturday.
Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.

